
DANAGE DOMINO Backstop/PowerStop 

 
 

Why use DANAGE DOMINO PowerStop? 
 

 You probably have experienced that, especially when your target material is more or less worn out, 

your arrows shoot deep into the target material, even all the way through. 

 You probably have held or participated in a tournament during e.g. heavy rainy conditions. 

 You probably like your arrows to be stopped effectively without being damaged or hard to pull. 

If you want to prolong the lifetime of your target material, as well as ensuring your tournament can be 

executed on time and without any challenges in e.g. heavy rainy weather, you want to use PowerStop. 



What is DOMINO PowerStop? 
DOMINO PowerStop is a vital part of the DANAGE DOMINO Target System which has been developed 

especially for archery and the challenging task of stopping arrows.  

The design is optimized through decades to stop the arrows as gentle as possible in an effective way. 

Many tests have been made on different material and designs for meeting this challenge by Danage as well as 

top archers around the globe under different conditions. 

So what is the secret? 
The secret is the perfect combination of stability and flexibility, the mix of rough- and gentleness of the 

materials and the special design. 

 
Combining PowerStop with DOMINO foam is the ideal way of stopping the arrow. 

“The arrow penetration of the foam module is (through the friction between the foam and the arrow) slowing 

down, once hitting the PowerStop the remaining energy of the forward moving arrow is transformed into 

inertial energy as result of the PowerStop being “pushed”.” 

 



How is it used? 
The DOMINO PowerStop is designed to be hanging loosely behind the target mat, preferably using Shock Cord 

rubber bands.  

The Shock Cord “connects” the actual PowerStop to the target stand giving more flexibility in the whole system 

which result in an even better stopping effect. 

 

Giving you what? 
DOMINO PowerStop ensures you an effective, yet gentle way of stopping your arrows, it gives you certainty 

that your tournament or training is as little affected by the weather conditions as possible and finally the 

reinvestment in spare foam modules is less, giving you a payback. 

Overall the DOMINO PowerStop is designed to create value for the user for many years to come. 

  

Shock Cord rubber band. 


